
Breakfast run to Murray Bridge,  
Sunday 29th May 2022. 
 
By Steve Spong, John Roach & David Mc Nabb. 
Photos by David McNabb 
 
In fear of the advertised worst storm Adelaide has ever known 11 cars and 18 brave souls gathered at 
Veale Gardens for our 9am start of the run to Murray Bridge. However; the day turned out to be 
magnificent with no rain, no wind and a sunny 19c all day (At least until the evening). The only iffy 
weather was at the turnoff to Hahndorf where we drove into some fog.  
 
David & Kerry came in the “GS with the excuse that David took the forecast to mean that showers 

were due in the morning too, so he didn't prep the TD!  

It was good to see newbie Charlie Rumbelow, and his mate and Club Member, Greg Stanford out for 

the Brekky Run in Charlie’s MGB. This car sports a rather unusual hardtop on which Charlie had just 

done some re-sealing work at the front, so he had been hoping for rain in the morning in order to test 

out his work. This proves that you can’t please everyone, some wanting rain and others not! 

Great to also see Jane & Ian Harrison out for a first run in their blue MGF which they are loving, it 

being complete with heater and everything! Ian has re-joined the Club after a hiatus away from MGs, 

having previously owned TF1500 and MGA. He also has an MGB in the family stable. Ian is a very 

keen photographer and does lots of non-digital work with a "real" camera. He took many snaps on 

Sunday using black & white film where he can then print his own pix at home! We hope to see some 

of his shots at some stage. 

The route took us up the freeway to Hahndorf, after which seven cars managed to stay in convoy 

thanks to steady driving by Ian Harrison whom we all followed. The drive was via Nairn, Kanmantoo 

and past Monarto arriving at Murray Bridge after driving some great quality "back" roads where the 

cars could stretch their legs. At Murray Bridge’s Sturt Reserve, we found plenty of parking alongside 

the river, and could sit and watch the houseboats pass leisurely by.  

A good run was had by all and thankfully there were no breakdowns. 
 
Attendees: 
 
Graham Loader   MGY 
Garry & Velli Agate  MGA. TC 
Terry Cook   MGB 
Charlie Rumbelow & 
Greg Stanford   MGB 
Olaf & Ryan Wegner  MGB 
Alan & Ros Foweracker              MGB 
Tony & Wanda Freckleton          MGBGT 
John Roach   MGBGT 
Ian & Jane Harrison  MGF  
Trevor Praite   MG3 
David Mc Nabb & Kerry Hugo MG GS 
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